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We love talking to our customers and
invite you to an open dialogue.
With the new Depilar System we would like an ongoing Q&A between Norlab and our customer spas
and salons as well as the clients being treated. To
encourage dialogue we will include questions asked
and the answers in our newsletters and on our website. E-mail us with your questions to:
info@norlabusa.com.

questions about how the Depilar System works, and the most

No other hair growth inhibitor is as
effective on ALL skin types.

frequent question has been “What is the difference between

be treated assuming they have no counter-indication to waxing.

Epilar and the Depilar System?”

The Depilar System uses natural enzymes and has been tested

What is the difference between
Epilar and the Depilar System?

Anyone can be treated with the Depilar System! Men or women

Since the launch a month ago we have been asked many

of all ages, skin type or color, or hair color or thickness - all can

for adverse effects on human beings and no adverse effects
Answer: Using research and experience from having launched

were found.

Epilar worldwide we developed the new and improved Depilar
The Depilar System must be used in conjunction with waxing,

System. Here’s just how we’re new and better:
• New airless pump bottles for more accurate dosage and
better handling (approx. 50 pumps per bottle)
• Twice as much product than Epilar per kit, each kit contains
2 x 10ml per bottle (Inhibitor and Activator)
• Improved efficacy with the synergistic effects of Trypsin and
Chymotrypsin, both natural proteolitic enzymes

sugaring, threading or tweezing where the hair is removed by
the root.
When waxing, the hair must be at least ¼
inch in length to ensure the hair is removed
by the root, and the follicles are left empty
enabling the Depilar System enzyme-based

• 5-10 times higher enzyme activity than Epilar
• Great price! Better packaging, twice as much product for
$100 per kit. Discounts; 10% off orders of 12 kits or more, 25%
off orders of 24 kits or more
• Recycling discount - for each empty Depilar System kit that

gels to enter the empty follicles and break
down the cells responsible for hair growth.
Note! We only sell to verified professionals.

you return to us for recycling, get 10% off another kit in your
next order
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